
 
 
 

Truck and Bus wash unit 
Name Description Amount Total 
N500110 Basic version MAGNUM C5000, 3 brushes, wash height 4,200 mm 

- Automatic commercial vehicle wash system with 3 wash brushes 
- Frame: welded construction made of steel, galvanised according to DIN EN ISO 1461, not 
painted 
- Front facing and access doors made of weatherproof plastic 
- 2 gimbal-mounted wash brushes for the contour following and the front, lateral and rear 
wash with cross over wash (active power measurement) 
- 1 wash brush for the front, horizontal and rear wash (active power measurement) 
- Wash material: full brush shell made of polyethylene (riveted on aluminium brush shaft) 
- Low-floor drive unit with 2 frequency-controlled travel motors (motion speed: 6 to 8 
m/min) The distance between the lowest profile shell of the trimming of the lateral brush 
and the floor level is only 175 mm (e.g.: for a full lateral wash of low-floor buses). 
- PLC with a tamper-proof wash program counting 
- Directly wired switchboard plant in an additional switchgear cabinet, that is waterproof 
and integrated in the portal frame; class of protection IP65 
- Adaptation of the contour following contact pressure by means of the electronic active 
power measurement of the brush drives. The contact pressure is coordinated with the 
different vehicle groups. 
- Wash program package with 8 standard wash programs and 2 additional safety programs 
Please consider the special limitations mentioned in the operation manual concerning the 
use of the wash system for cars. 
- Supply lines (power, water) for the installation in the cable conveyor or energy chain 
(length: from the wash system to the connection point of the hall) 
- Rinsing equipment with fresh water and drying aid mounted on the front side of the 
portal 
- Dosing devices for shampoo and drying aid integrated in the vertical of the portal 
  
  

1 59,260.00 

N500001 Tracks (left / right), galvanised, length 25 m, dowel mounting 
- Full profile rolled (St52) with shim plate (for the water outlet to the waste drain) 
- Fastening material for dowel mounting (standard: heavy duty anchor 

1 0.00 

N500290 Extra charge for wash brush trimming with high tightness, 3 wash brushes 
Instead of the standard 14 polyethylene bristles per hole of the basic model, the trimming 
mats have 18 polyethylene bristles per hole. 
This corresponds to a trimming increased tightness of approx. 30 %. 
The extra charge listed applies to 2 lateral brushes and 1 horizontal brush. 

1 750.00 

NEZ1010 Cable conveyor, without supply lines 
- Reinforced aluminium profile with cross-arms 
- Prepared for the fastening on the hall wall 
Designed for the inclusion of flexible high-pressure supply lines, flexible water lines and 
electric cables delivered with the wash system. 

1 3,000.00 

NEZ2490 Operation terminal VARIO-XS, wall installation 
Scope of delivery: 
- casing made of plastic with operation panel with graphics display, electric installation 
parts 
- This operation terminal serves to operate the roll over wash unit, to input manually or 
automatically select a wash program, to start the wash program, to display disturbances, to 
move the wash system manually and to input / output specific operator settings. 
- The operation terminal is adapted for the installation in the wash hall, installations room 
or outside, protected against bad weather and sunlight. 
- Measurements: W x H x D in mm: 300 x 283 x 154 
- Electric connection: 24 V 
- Surrounding temperature: -10 to +40 °C 

1 0.00 



Name Description Amount Total 
N500750 Positioning device, LED, rigid, left (forward, stop, backward / arrow, stop, arrow) 

- Installed laterally on the left vertical of the portal 
- Including a light barrier 
- For the exact positioning of the vehicle at the entrance 
- Standard display: "go - stop - back" or "arrow - stop - arrow" 

1 1,160.00 

NEZ0310 Supply device for fresh water, 1.5 kW, 100 l/min, 3 bar 
- For the fresh water supply of the wash system 
- Supply device as rotary pump, 1.5 kW, 100 l/min, 3 bar 
- Fittings and installation material 
- Electric control unit for the rotary pump 

1 2,390.00 



 

Overview: 
 
 

Description Gross Amount Net  
Truck and Bus wash unit 66,560.00 1  66,560.00 EUR 
 
   

List price: 66,560.00 EUR 
10.00% Discount: -6 656.00 EUR 

   
Offer price without freight and assembly: 59 904.00 EUR 

   
Freight and mounting costs: + 0.00 EUR 

   
Quoted price plus statutory VAT: 59 904.00 EUR 

 

 

  

 


